PERFORMANCE IN THE TOUGHEST CONDITIONS

STRUCTURALLY SUPERIOR AIR

Baldwin filters keep performing well after the OE fails – proving they are as tough as they are efficient. Advanced media technology and rugged, durable design ensures uncompromised efficiency under the harshest conditions, providing outstanding protection for your equipment under the toughest conditions.

PA31010

C20

CONSTRUCTION

MAXIMUM CAPACITY LUBE

Longer drain intervals require filters that have both high capacity and the ability to withstand pressure drops of flow and temperature without reducing Baldwin’s performance. Air filters are designed to keep your engine running strong.

BF46002

C20

QUALITY TRUSTED FOR GENERATIONS

OPTIMAL EFFICIENCY FUEL

Baldwin fuel filters use sophisticated new technologies to keep fuel pristine and eliminate even the smallest contaminants to operate at maximum efficiency.

BF46002

C20

For John Deere Excavators and Komatsu Crawler Carriers, Dozers, Excavators, Graders and Loaders

ISO 4548-12 Test: Flow Rate 28 gpm, ISO Medium Filter, Termination at 25 psid

MAXIMUM CAPACITY LUBE

For Komatsu Dump Trucks and Hitachi Dump Trucks, Excavators and Loaders

ISO 19438 Test: Flow Rate 3 gpm, ISO Medium Filter, 104°F, Termination at 5 psid

For Bobcat Loaders

ISO 5011 Test: Flow Rate 250 SCFM, ISO Fine Filter, Termination at 30” of Water

Baldwin filters are vigorously tested above and beyond industry standards, ensuring reliable performance in the toughest conditions.

Baldwin filters are vigorously tested above and beyond industry standards, ensuring reliable performance in the toughest conditions.

WARNING: These products can expose you to chemicals, including Diisononyl Phthalate, Carbon black extracts, Nickel, 1,3 Butadiene, Ethylene Oxide, Epichlorohydrin, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer, and Bisphenol-A, Ethylene Glycol, Ethylene Oxide, 1,3 Butadiene, Epichlorohydrin, which are known to the State of California to cause birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.
YOU'RE ONLY AS GOOD AS THE COMPANY YOU KEEP

You mean what you say and you invest the same from others. When we talk about our quality, performance, reliability and durability, we stand behind our words as an ironclad warranty. Whatever the tough challenges you face every day, with Baldwin, filtration won’t be one of them. Baldwin has what it takes to be your one-source filter provider to keep your equipment running and your job on schedule.

QUALITY

When it comes to protecting your engine, you don’t settle for anything but the best. Neither does Baldwin. Every phase of production, from raw material purchase to final inspection, is designed to ensure the highest quality and performance standards.

SERVICE

Getting an honest answer is important to you. Baldwin agrees. We wake your trust and work hard to provide the support and answers you deserve. With the largest and most experienced field sales and support team in the industry, Baldwin has your back.

AVAILABILITY

Quality and high performance are not enough Baldwin delivers. With an extensive distribution network and an unmatched factory fill-rate, you can trust Baldwin has the filters you need, when and where you need them.

WHATEVER THE CONDITIONS

No matter how hard the job or how tough the conditions, Baldwin will make sure you can get the job done on time. With an in-depth understanding of the heavy-duty construction industry and a relentless focus on innovative filtration technologies, Baldwin has a full range of filters to keep all major equipment brands running at peak performance.

YOUR SINGLE, RELIABLE FILTER PARTNER

baldwinfilter.com
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Baldwin has your back.
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LUBE

HYDRAULIC

FUEL

TRANSMISSION

CABIN AIR

COVERAGE WHEN THERE'S NO TIME TO WASTE

The days are long but the season is short. When time is of the essence, you need a go-to source for all of your filtration needs. With an extensive line of quality filtration products for all types of heavy-duty equipment, Baldwin is your single, reliable filtration partner.
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PERFORMANCE IN THE TOUGHEST CONDITIONS

STRUCTURALLY SUPERIOR AIR
Baldwin filters keep performing well after the OE fails – proving they are as tough as they are efficient. Advanced media technology and rugged, durable design ensures uncompromised efficiency throughout the entire life of the filter, delivering outstanding protection for your equipment under the harshest conditions.

PA31010
CAPACITY (g) 7,200
EFFICIENCY (%) 100

MAXIMUM CAPACITY LUBE
Longer drain intervals require filters that have both high capacity and the ability to withstand pressures of time and temperature without compromising Baldwin’s seal file - see our to the challenge.

BD7309
CAPACITY (g) EUR 480
ECONOMY 450
MAXIMUM 500

QUALITY TRUSTED FOR GENERATIONS

OPTIMAL EFFICIENCY FUEL
Baldwin fuel filters use sophisticated new technologies to keep fuel pristine and enable precision, high pressure fuel systems to operate at maximum efficiency.

BF46002
CAPACITY (g) 480
EFFICIENCY (%) EUR 97
MAXIMUM 100

Baldwin filters are rigorously tested above and beyond industry standards, ensuring reliable performance in the toughest conditions.
PERFORMANCE IN THE TOUGHEST CONDITIONS

STRUCTURALLY SUPERIOR AIR

Baldwin filters are rigorously tested above and beyond industry standards, ensuring reliable performance in the toughest conditions.

QUALITY TRUSTED FOR GENERATIONS

MAXIMUM CAPACITY LUBE

Structurally Superior Air

Baldwin filters keep performing well after the OE fails — proving they are as tough as they are efficient. Advanced media technology and rugged, durable design ensures uncompromised efficiency from the intake of the filter, providing outstanding protection for your equipment under the toughest conditions.

PA31010

Capacities: 36

Efficiencies: 95

Max Flow: 10 gpm

More Oil 250 SCFM, ISO Fine Test Dust, 104°F, Termination at 5 psid

BF46002

Capacities: 12

Efficiencies: 99

Max Flow: 5 gpm

For Komatsu Dump Trucks and Hitachi Dump Trucks, Excavators and Loaders

For Bobcat Loaders

CONSTRUCTION FILTERATION

WARNING:

These products can expose you to chemicals, including Diisononyl Phthalate, Carbon black extracts, Nickel, 1,3 Butadiene, Ethylene Oxide, Epichlorohydrin, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer, and Bisphenol-A, Ethylene Glycol, Ethylene Oxide, 1,3 Butadiene, Epichlorohydrin, which are known to the State of California to cause birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.